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DevOps February 2023 Newsletter
Keep up-to-date on the latest resources, research, and events for

DevOps Test Data Manager, Service Virtualization, and Agile

Requirements Designer solutions.

2023 Accelerate State of DevOps Report
Broadcom Software is proud to continue to sponsor the Accelerate the State of

DevOps Report for 2023, as we did for 2022. More highlights to follow throughout
this year.

 

Continuous Testing Partner Program
Broadcom has established a Continuous Testing Partner Program to enable

select partners to deliver customer-facing workshops designed to help customers
assess and identify opportunities to improve their testing processes. This

partnership is helping many global enterprises in shift-left defect identification,
improving delivery and reducing operational costs.

Takeaways from these workshops can help radically improve a customer's
software testing life cycle. 

 
Cigniti, a global digital assurance and engineering leader, excels at delivering

these customer-value-focused workshops. If you are interested in learning more,
contact seshasai.parisaboina@cigniti.com.

 

Using Javelin with Test Data Manager  Webinar 
February 23, 11:00 am ET
Join Cihan Ankara, Test Data Manager Client Services Consultant as he presents
how Javelin can significantly reduce the time to perform Test Data Manager tasks

and how to use Javelin as your engine to model workflows and run commands
that automate complex data migrations. 

 
Scalable Masking with Test Data Manager Webinar
Did you miss the Webinar on Scalable Masking?  Still want to learn to scale data
masking capacity to meet unrelenting demands and deadlines? We invite you to

watch the on-demand recording of our latest webinar - listen in while Satyadarshi
Mohanty - Test Data Manager Solution Architect - reviews how Test Data

Manager can scale horizontally to mask billions of rows and reveals the latest
features to manage masking jobs, throttling, and auto scale.

 
Test Data Manager Best Practices Video
Learn best practices for how to do scalable masking with Test Data Manager and
Docker.

Watch this best practices YouTube video.

 

Using Service Virtualization with the Mainframe Webinar
April 20, 11:00 am ET
 

Join Beverly Mindle and Karl Miller as they present how Service Virtualization
removes constraints by simulating mainframe systems that are constrained,

unavailable or being modified. Service Virtualization can either virtualize the
mainframe as accessed by distributed systems via HTTP(S), IBM Websphere

MQ, IMS Connect Gateway or CICS Transaction Gateway. This allows the
customer uninterrupted, stable development and testing of the distributed

application and reduced mainframe costs. Service Virtualization can also
virtualize within the mainframe allowing for performance testing or parallel

development of distributed applications and mainframe services.

 

Fine-Tune your Performance Testing Webinar
Did you miss the Webinar on Fine-Tuning your Performance Testing?  You can
still watch the recording. Listen in to Service Virtualization leaders - Andrew

Gates and Beverly Mindle – as they define best practices, share case studies,
and quantify advantages for performance testing with Service Virtualization.

 
Service Virtualization Best Practices Video
Are you moving applications from on premise to cloud?  Are you worried about
your testing strategy?  Service Virtualization has supported customers in their

testing efforts as they adopt cloud computing. To learn about these use cases,
watch this best practices YouTube video.

 

Agile Requirements Designer: The Benefits of Modeling
Did you miss the Webinar on the Benefits of Modeling?  You can still watch the

recording. Listen in to Agile Requirements Designer leader – Pavel Sestak – as
he describes best practices and benefits of modeling with Agile Requirements

Designer.

 

DevOps Office Hours
Office Hours is a way to connect with product experts to hear about topics related

to your product, ask questions you may have or suggest other topics you would
like to learn more about.

 
Join us for upcoming DevOps Office Hours Enroll in Office Hours

 
Broadcom Software Academy
Our Broadcom Software Academy site continues to allow you to explore learning
paths, browse the latest trends, and leverage industry research, all while

personalizing the experience. Visit the site

 
DevOps Delivered
Did you get forwarded this email? Click here to subscribe to our monthly

newsletter.
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